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 Does prosodic constituency signal relative predictability? A Smooth Signal Redundancy hypothesis

ALICE TURK
University of Edinburgh

Abstract

This paper explores issues relating to signaling word boundaries from the perspective of Aylett’s Smooth Signal Redundancy proposal (Aylett 2000, Aylett and Turk 2004) that language has evolved to spread redundancy, i.e. recognition likelihood, evenly throughout utterances. In Aylett’s proposal, information that enables listeners to identify sequences of elements in an utterance (signal redundancy) comes from two sources: a) language redundancy, recognition likelihood based on lexical, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic and other factors, and b) acoustic redundancy, recognition likelihood based on acoustic salience. Smooth signal redundancy is achieved by a complementary relationship between language redundancy and acoustic redundancy that is implemented via prosodic structure.

While Aylett and Turk (2004) present the case for prosodic prominence as a lever for modulating the acoustic salience of syllables, the current paper proposes that prosodic constituency also fulfils this function for words. The current paper proposes that the signal redundancy, or recognition likelihood, of words can be manipulated by signaling their boundaries, and that the occurrence and strength of these boundary markers correlates inversely with language redundancy. Prosodic constituency implements the complementary relationship between language redundancy and word boundary salience.

Smooth Signal Redundancy provides an integrated explanation for a set of properties relating to prosodic constituent structure.

1. Introduction

It is often observed that spoken language lacks reliable cues to word boundaries in all contexts. However, speakers have other ways of signaling lexical words in speech, namely through the contrastive elements of which they are formed (phonemes/gestures/distinctive features, tones etc). For example, even without an overt phonetic correlate of the word boundary after Tom in the utterance Tom went home, speakers signal the word sequence Tom went by signaling the phonemes /t/,
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/ɔ/, /m/, /w/, /ɛ/, /n/, /t/. From this perspective, then, the question is slightly different: Given that words can be communicated via their distinctive features, why and when do speakers choose to use overt phonetic correlates of word boundaries?

This paper explores issues relating to signaling word boundaries from the perspective of Aylett’s Smooth Signal Redundancy proposal (Aylett 2000; Aylett and Turk 2004; Aylett and Turk 2006). Following Shannon (1948) and Pierce (1961), Aylett proposes that language has evolved to spread redundancy evenly throughout utterances, where redundancy refers to the multiple clues to the identity of linguistic elements and equates with recognition likelihood. This even spreading of redundancy is argued to ensure robust, efficient communication in a potentially noisy environment. In the Smooth Signal Redundancy proposal, clues to the identity of sequences of elements in an utterance (signal redundancy) come from two main sources: a) language redundancy, that is, clues to identity based on e.g. lexical, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic factors, and b) acoustic redundancy, i.e. clues to identity based on acoustic salience. In Aylett (2000) and Aylett and Turk (2004), smooth signal redundancy is achieved by an inverse, complementary relationship between language redundancy and acoustic redundancy implemented via prosodic prominence structure. That is, speakers produce high acoustic redundancy (saliency) for unpredictable sections of speech, and less saliency when predictability is high. For example, in the sentence Who’s the author?, as schematized in Figure 1, the language redundancy of the first two syllables who’s the is relatively high. Who, is, and the are high frequency words; who is relatively often followed by is, and who’s is relatively often followed by the. Who may have lower language redundancy than is or the since it begins the sentence and is less frequent. In contrast, the language redundancy of the first syllable in author is lower than both who’s and the; it is relatively less frequent and could be one of any number of open class words that could have followed the. In addition, as a word-initial syl-

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the complementary relationship between language redundancy and acoustic redundancy. Language redundancy and acoustic redundancy combine to give signal redundancy.
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Lable, *au(th)*- is relatively unpredictable compared to the second syllable –*(th)or*; the syllable *au(th)*- therefore has lower language redundancy than –*(th)or*. Prosodic prominence structure implements the redundancy profile by assigning a full vowel to *who’s*¹ and by putting primary phrasal stress (nuclear pitch accent) on the syllable with lowest language redundancy. The acoustic correlates of prominence, i.e. full vowel quality, longer duration, F0 movement and less steep spectral balance, together with the segmental phonetic attributes, provide the acoustic redundancy. Because acoustic redundancy varies inversely with language redundancy, the information conveyed by the utterance (signal redundancy) is evenly distributed, and maximizes its likelihood of recognition even in the presence of randomly occurring noise. Figure 1 schematizes the inverse, complementary relationship between language redundancy and acoustic redundancy that yields smooth signal redundancy.

To understand why an even distribution of recognition likelihood maximizes correct recognition, let us consider the following example. Let us compare strings of elements whose overall probability of recognition, p(recognition), add up to 1: string AB, whose elements each have p(recognition) of 0.5, and thus has a smooth redundancy profile, and string CD whose elements have p(recognition) of 0.1 and 0.9 respectively, and thus does not have a smooth redundancy profile. The probability of correct recognition of both elements in the string in the correct order is a product of the p(recognition) of each element in the string (assuming that the p(recognition) of each element is independent of the other). The probability of correct recognition of string AB is (0.5 * 0.5) = 0.25, whereas the probability of correct recognition of string CD is less than half that of AB: (0.1 * 0.9) = 0.09.

Figure 2 shows how the Smooth Signal Redundancy view fits with more traditional views of the relationship of prosodic structure with the rest of grammar.

![Diagram](attachment:image.png)

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the relationship of Smooth Signal Redundancy with a more traditional view of the relationship of prosodic structure with the rest of grammar. Based on a figure in Aylett (2000), which in turn was based on a figure in Shattuck-Hufnagel & Turk (1996).
The inverse relationship between language redundancy and acoustic redundancy is well documented in the literature (cf. Lieberman 1963; Fowler and Hou-sum 1987; Lindblom 1990; Jurafsky et al. 2001; Son and Pols 2003; Pluymaekers et al. 2005a, 2005b; Bell et al. 2009 among others, but see Kuperman et al. 2008). For example, Jurafsky et al. (2001) found that function words are more likely to reduce when either predictable in context or highly frequent in the language. The Smooth Signal Redundancy hypothesis contributes to this discussion by providing an explanation for this complementary relationship: The smooth distribution of information that it yields gives a communicative advantage.

Additionally, it proposes that prosodic (prominence) structure provides a lever with which to increase or decrease the acoustic redundancy provided by segmental structure. Results from Aylett (2000) and from Aylett and Turk (2004) are consistent with the view that prosodic prominence structure implements the complementary relationship between language and acoustic redundancy for syllables: In a corpus study of spontaneous speech, the durational exponents of phrase-medial word and phrasal stress correlate inversely with measures of language redundancy (word frequency, syllabic trigram probability and givenness).

The Smooth Signal Redundancy hypothesis as presented in Aylett (2000) and Aylett and Turk (2004) therefore consists of the following claims. First, there should be an inverse relationship between language redundancy (recognition likelihood based on the text) and acoustic redundancy (acoustic salience). Second, prosodic prominence structure shapes how this inverse relationship is realized, with the result that there is an even distribution of signal redundancy (overall recognition likelihood) across the syllables of an utterance or discourse.

The principles and mechanisms of Smooth Signal Redundancy are likely to have evolved for the benefit of both speaker and listener(s), because they allow the speaker to conserve effort while maximizing the likelihood that the listener(s) will recognize the utterance (cf. Lindblom 1990; Kuperman et al. 2008). While this originating impetus seems clear, the selectional forces could favor any of several mechanisms for balancing the needs of the speaker and hearer. One possibility is that the synchronic, online computation of redundancy, as well as the online planning of the phonetic characteristics that depend on it, proceed with the listeners’ needs in mind as the speaking process unfolds. However, a growing body of evidence suggests that speech is often produced without much attention to listener requirements (see Bard et al. 2000; Schafer et al. 2004; and Bard and Aylett 2005 for experimental evidence). Crucially, the Smooth Signal Redundancy proposal does not require that the speaker necessarily take the listeners into account during the online speaking process. The speaker’s language redundancy computation can be made on the basis of his or her own language experience. While not necessarily optimal for the listener, this type of language redundancy computation may represent a reasonable approximation to the language redundancy of the listener. Information about the listeners’ knowledge or experience can be incorporated in the computation, but doesn’t have to be.
When the speaker uses language redundancy information, his or her goal is to produce signal redundancy that is evenly distributed throughout the utterance(s). This smooth spread of signal redundancy represents the optimal distribution of signal redundancy for the listener, because it maximizes recognition likelihood (see also Levy and Jaeger 2007) for a given energy expenditure on behalf of the speaker. The extent to which the resulting signal meets the listener’s needs will depend on the appropriateness of the language redundancy computation, the care and time with which the speaker chooses to implement it, and characteristics of the listener (e.g. attentional focus, hearing ability, distance from the speaker).

While Aylett and Turk (2004) present the case for prosodic prominence as a lever for modulating the acoustic salience of syllables, the current paper advances the hypothesis that prosodic constituency also fulfills this function for words. I claim that the acoustic redundancy, or relative salience, of lexical words can be manipulated by signaling their boundaries. Along with Bell et al. (2009), I ask whether the occurrence and strength of these boundary markers correlates inversely with language redundancy. Prosodic constituency is proposed to implement the complementary relationship between language redundancy and word boundary salience.

Additionally, I propose that the word boundary salience modulations that prosodic constituency governs are implemented within the constraints of global settings of effort and rate. For example, a generally slower global rate of speech and/or more careful or effortful speech can result in more and/or stronger boundaries (Caspers 1994; Strangert 2003). These global settings are proposed to add (or take away) a fixed amount of acoustic redundancy to all boundaries, and therefore raise (or lower) signal redundancy by a fixed amount. Nevertheless, the complementary relationship between language and acoustic redundancy is maintained.

The goal of this paper is to motivate Smooth Signal Redundancy and its implementation within global effort and rate settings as possible explanations for the use of prosodic constituency and its phonetic correlates. It is speculative. Background sections of this paper review facts about word boundary correlates and their hierarchical organization, and discuss current challenges in predicting how and when speakers choose to signal word boundaries. I then motivate the boundary-correlates-as-salience assumption, and discuss evidence for the relationship between predictability and boundary signaling, both crucial for establishing the relevance of the Smooth Signal Redundancy proposal for prosodic constituency. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 show how the Smooth Signal Redundancy framework can account for aspects of prosodic boundary occurrence that are unexplained by theories of syntax/prosodic mapping. Section 5 discusses the role of clarity and rate in modulating the strength of boundary markers. Section 6 suggests that together with variations in effort and rate, Smooth Signal Redundancy provides several sources of optionality in constituent boundary placement. Final sections discuss possible alternatives to the Smooth Signal Redundancy explanation for prosodic boundary occurrence, possible redundancy computation mechanisms, issues relating to the need for a
separate prosodic component of grammar, and the possibility that Smooth Signal Redundancy operates on levels other than that of the syllable and word.

2. Background: Facts about word boundary correlates and their hierarchical organization

2.1. A repertoire of boundary-signaling and grouping techniques

Although speakers often produce strings of words without any noticeable cues to the boundaries between many of them, it is nevertheless clear that speakers have a large repertoire of boundary-signaling skills. These include

- constituent-initial and final voice quality modifications (e.g. Pierrehumbert and Talkin 1992; Ogden 2004; Dilley et al. 1996; Redi and Shattuck-Hufnagel 2001; Tanaka 2004)
- supralaryngeal articulatory modifications, (e.g. phrase-initial strengthening, syllable-final lenition, Fougeron and Keating 1997; Keating et al. 2003; Lavoie 2001),
- temporal modifications (e.g. initial and final lengthening, polysyllabic shortening, Lehiste 1972; Lindblom 1968; Nooteboom 1972; Wightman et al. 1992; Beckman and Edwards 1990; Turk and Shattuck-Hufnagel 2000; White 2002),
- the use of word- or phrasal-prominence near the beginnings or ends of constituents (e.g. Shattuck-Hufnagel et al. 1994; Astésano et al. 2007),
- pausing (Gee and Grosjean 1983),
- intonational phenomena, e.g. phrase-final lowering, phrase-initial reset (cf. Beckman and Pierrehumbert 1986; Ladd 2008 among others).

All of these phenomena target the edges of constituents, and can thus be termed ‘Domain limit phenomena’ (Selkirk 1980). Other types of phonetic attributes appear to signal the membership of elements within constituents. These include vowel harmony and anticipatory co-articulation (pharyngealisation in Arabic: Ghazeli 1977; Bukshaisha 1985; nasalization in English: Krakow 1999), and have been termed ‘Domain Span phenomena’ (Selkirk 1980), although many don’t necessarily span throughout an entire domain. Still other boundary-related correlates seem to function like sticky tape in the way that they adjoin adjacent constituents. These so-called Domain Juncture phenomena (Selkirk 1980) include segmental and tone sandhi, where one or more properties of the edge of one constituent are influenced by one or more properties of an immediately adjacent constituent. Other examples can be found in Nespor and Vogel (1986) and elsewhere.

2.2. Boundary-related phenomena as correlates of a hierarchy of constituents

Several lines of evidence suggest that these boundary-related phenomena are correlates of a hierarchy of prosodic constituents.
Some segmental phenomena apply with reference to relatively small constituents, e.g. syllable-final s → h in some varieties of Spanish. Other phenomena are influenced by potentially larger constituents (e.g. intonational boundary tone occurrence), see Nespor and Vogel (1986) for examples. In addition, the magnitude of some phonetic parameters varies in a gradient way, as predicted by a hierarchical representation. For example, the magnitude (but not the extent, Cambier-Langeveld 1997, 2000), of final lengthening can be related to a hierarchy of prosodic constituents, with more final lengthening at the boundaries of higher level constituents (Wightman et al. 1992 for English). The magnitude of tongue-palate contact for coronal consonants in constituent-initial position patterns in a similar way, in many languages of the world (Keating et al. 2003), as does pause duration (Gee and Grosjean 1983; Ferreira 1993). Evidence for the hierarchical structuring of boundary-related correlates also comes from the likelihood of occurrence of these correlates. For example, Astésano et al. (2007) showed that the likelihood of French initial accent occurrence varied with prosodic boundary strength.

Prosodic constituency is word-based in the sense that higher level constituents group words into larger constituents, and lower level constituents (e.g. syllables) sub-divide words. Crucially, constituents of the prosodic hierarchy never group word-fragments from different words together in single constituents. By virtue of the fact that higher constituent boundaries delimit words, the prosodic hierarchy represents a coarse-grained hierarchy of relative word boundary strength. On this view, the boundaries of higher level constituents (e.g. Intermediate Intonational Phrases, Full Intonational Phrases), are strong word boundaries, and the boundaries of lower level constituents (e.g. Minor phrase and Prosodic word boundaries) are weaker.

2.3. Non-isomorphism of prosodic and syntactic hierarchies

Many of the word boundaries signaled by overt phonetic means have been related to morpho-syntax. The close correspondence between syntax and word-boundary correlates is illustrated by the well-documented fact that word-boundary correlates often provide cues to listeners that allow them to recover the intended syntactic structures of strings that are potentially ambiguous. For example, Lehiste (1973) and Price et al. (1991) cite examples such as when you learn, gradually you worry more vs. when you learn gradually, you worry more, whose left vs. right syntactic attachment of e.g. gradually is typically disambiguated by prosody (one of several types of examples cited in Shattuck-Hufnagel and Turk 1996).

However, it is equally clear that syntactic and prosodic hierarchies are different. The non-isomorphism of prosodic and morpho-syntactic trees is shown by the non-occurrence of prosodic boundaries where syntax would predict them (e.g. boundaries between subject pronouns and verbs are rare, Gee and Grosjean 1983), by the occurrence of boundaries where syntax would predict none (e.g. Sesame Street is brought to you by, the Children’s Television Workshop, cited in Shattuck-Hufnagel and Turk 1996), and by restrictions on recursivity in prosodic structure.
as compared to syntax (cf. the childrens’ rhyme discussed in Chomsky and Halle 1968; Ladd 1996 this is the dog that chased the cat that killed the rat that ate the malt . . . that lay in the house that Jack built. which shows indefinite syntactic embedding, but a flatter, less-recursive prosodic structure).

2.4. Challenges for the prosody-syntax mismatch problem and proposed solutions

To deal with some of these discrepancies between syntactic and prosodic constituent structure, some researchers have proposed prosody-syntax relationships which involve aligning single edges of prosodic constituents with single edges of syntactic constituents (e.g. Selkirk 1986, 1993; Hale and Selkirk 1987; Truckenbrodt 1999). Others have argued that a better syntax-prosody mapping can be achieved by adopting alternative theories of syntax; cf. combinatorial categorial grammar (Steedman 2000) that include discourse semantic constraints on constituent formation.

But all theories of syntax-prosody mapping are challenged by the following two facts: First, prosodic boundary realisation/grouping is optional in that its occurrence cannot be fully predicted by text. Remijsen and Ladd (2008) present an example of the optional application of a tone sandhi rule in their materials: whereas 3 of 3 studied Dinka speakers changed a falling tone (HL) on a noun to level (H) before an adjective carrying an initial low tone (L), only one of the three produced this type of sandhi at the juncture between the same noun and an adverb. Other examples of optionality are cited in Shattuck-Hufnagel and Turk (1996); Jun (1993), and Fougeron (1998).

Second, the occurrence and realization of boundaries is influenced by length. Longer utterances contain more, higher level, prosodic boundaries (Watson and Gibson 2004; Watson et al. 2006, and Astésano et al. 2007). This evidence is discussed in more detail in Section 4.3.

The Smooth Signal Redundancy hypothesis offers a possible integrated explanation for the influence of length on prosodic boundary signaling, as well as other properties of boundary realisation, such as the general hierarchical nature of boundary correlates, the symmetrical nature of the prosodic hierarchy, and (some of) the optionality of prosodic boundary occurrence.

In the following section, I motivate boundary signaling as a way of increasing the acoustic salience of lexical words.

3. Smooth Signal Redundancy and word boundaries

Although the Smooth Signal Redundancy theory was originally developed to account for the similar effects of language redundancy and prominence on acoustic measures of syllable salience, what is proposed here is that this framework can explain when and how speakers choose to signal word boundaries.
A key assumption of the current proposal is that boundary signaling, like prominence, is a technique for signaling relative salience. But, whereas prominence signals the relative salience of syllables, boundary signaling signals the additional relative salience of words. On this view, word boundary correlates, like prominence correlates, relate inversely to language redundancy (see also Bell et al 2009): if a sequence is unpredictable (e.g. a two-word sequence spanning two, non-topically related sentences) then speakers will be likely to signal the boundary between the words. On the other hand, boundary signals may not be required between e.g. *he* and a following verb. Verbs often follow subject pronouns, and recognition of the sequence is likely without any additional boundary-signaling acoustic redundancy. On this view, the acoustic redundancy given by the phonetic segments of the words and the relative prominence of their component syllables would be sufficient for word recognition.

Language redundancy would therefore make it possible for speakers to communicate without overt phonetic boundary correlates for many words. A great deal of information about word boundary location is provided by the acoustic correlates of the contrastive elements that make up words in the mental lexicon, and a great deal of information about word sequences is also contained in the lexicon (i.e. selectional restrictions on preceding and/or following context). The word boundaries that speakers are most likely to signal, given sufficient effort and time are those of word sequences that are the least predictable from e.g. lexical, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic factors.

One way of manipulating salience in speech is by modulating the relative prominence of syllables and segments. Another way to increase the salience of a word is to signal its boundaries, making it easier for listeners to pick a word out from its neighbours, and therefore to recognize it. In this section, we present evidence supporting the view that signaling word boundaries is one of a set of techniques used to make words more salient.

3.1. *Word boundaries are signaled under contrastive stress and focus*

Turk and Sawusch (1997), Turk and White (1999), Cambier-Langeveld and Turk (1999) showed that speakers signal the locations of word boundaries when signaling contrastive prominence in both Dutch and English, and Turk and Shattuck-Hufnagel (2000) showed that speakers are more likely to use word-boundary signaling correlates in contrastively stressed contexts. In these experiments, target segments in different contrastive stress conditions were placed in two-word phrases differing in word boundary location. Target segments included consonants, e.g. /f/ in *beef arm* vs. *bee farm*; unstressed syllables, e.g. [ən] in *bacon force* vs. *bake enforce*, and lexically stressed syllables, e.g. –*fore* in *therefore square* vs. *thereforesquare*. Target segments were elicited in sentences with or without contrastive stress either on the word containing the target segment. For example, Turk and White (1999) used sentences such as *Say “BACON force”, don’t say “REGAL*
force”; Say “bacon FORCE”, don’t say “bacon HOARD”; SAY “bacon force”, don’t SHOUT “bacon force” (capitals indicate contrastive phrasal stress).

Results showed reliable effects of word boundary position on measurements of the target medial consonant or syllable. When adjacent to a phrasally-stressed vowel or syllable, target segments were longer if they belonged to a phrasally stressed word. For example, [ən] was longer in BACON force, than in BAKE enforce. The duration of [ən] therefore signals the location of the word boundary by signaling that it belongs to a phrasally-stressed word. On the assumption that the function of contrastive phrasal stress is to make words more salient, these results suggest that signaling word boundaries is one of the techniques speakers use to accomplish this goal, and therefore to increase acoustic redundancy.

3.1.1. Durational mechanisms for signaling word boundaries in prominent words  Lengthening mechanisms are often difficult to determine in studies of mono- and di-syllabic words (as presented above). For example, longer durations of both syllables of BACON as compared to bacon can be interpreted as lengthening on the entire phrasally stressed word, or as phrasal stress-related lengthening on the primary lexically stressed syllable in addition to word-final lengthening in phrasally stressed words. Cases where all syllables are lengthened under contrastive phrasal stress (e.g. Turk and White’s 3-syllable words like catapult), are consistent with the “entire word” view. Findings from four-syllable words (Dimitrova et al. 2006; Turk and Dimitrova 2007), however, suggest an edge marking interpretation, accompanied by occasional findings of “spill over” of lengthening effects from lexically stressed syllables onto adjacent syllables (Turk and White 1999). Contrastively phrasally-stressed words like presidency show longer first and fourth syllables as compared to their non-phrasally stressed counterparts. And, as shown in Figure 3, contrastively phrasally-stressed words like demo’cratic on average show longer 3rd syllables (primary lexically stressed syllables) as well as longer first syllable onsets and final syllables.

The patterns of lengthening on the first and last syllables shown here are similar to the distributions of phrase-initial and phrase-final lengthening, where constituent-onset-lengthening appears to be localized primarily on onsets, and constituent-final lengthening occurs primarily on rimes.

Although these findings for English support the view that signaling contrastive-phrasal stress involves using duration to signal the boundaries of phrasally-stressed words, findings from Swedish and Finnish long words suggest that speakers of these languages use a different mechanism. In Swedish and Finnish, the durational marking of contrastive stress includes the lexically stressed syllable and one or two following unstressed syllables, but the final syllable in long words can be unaffected (Heldner and Strangert 2001; Suomi 2007).

To what extent, then, is edge-marking under focus found cross-linguistically? Although Swedish speakers don’t appear to use word-final lengthening to make words more salient, they do insert pauses when words are contrastively focused
Does prosodic constituency signal relative predictability? (Strangert 2003). And a growing body of evidence from other languages suggests that boundary signaling under focus is common. Chen’s (2006) study of the durational correlates of focus in Mandarin showed that focus domains are marked by longer durations at their edges than their non-focused counterparts. And focus-marking in Japanese and Korean also appears to involve optional boundary marking: the initial boundaries of focused constituents can block lexical pitch accent downstep in the same way that intonational phrase-boundaries do (for Japanese: Pierrehumbert and Beckman 1988; Venditti, Maekawa and Beckman 2008; but see Kubozono 2006; for Korean: Jun 1993; Jun et al. 2006; Kenstowicz and Sohn 1997, Kim 1997). Japanese speakers can also insert a prosodic boundary tone at the end of the focused constituent to set it of from a following constituent; this type of boundary insertion is often found when the focused word is utterance-initial (Venditti et al. 2008). Other findings suggest that the Japanese analogy to post-focal deaccenting that occurs in languages like English is to weaken the prosodic boundary between a focused constituent and a following non-focused constituent (Pierrehumbert and Beckman 1988; Venditti et al. 2008; Kori 1997, cited in Venditti et al. 2008).

Other languages are also claimed to have focus-related boundary marking. For example, Inkelas (1990) suggests that a phrasal prosodic boundary is inserted on the right edge of focused verbs in Chichewa, as evidenced by several markers of phrasal prosodic constituents (penultimate vowel lengthening, H tone retraction and high tone spread). Hayes and Lahiri (1991) propose that a high phonological phrase boundary tone is inserted at the right edge of focused words in Bengali.
3.1.2. Making words salient by signaling how many syllables they contain

The evidence reviewed above shows that words can be made more salient by signaling their edges. Signaling the number of syllables contained in a word is another technique to make words more salient. White (2002) and White and Turk (2010) tested the durational effects of phrasal stress on triplets of left- and right-headed words varying in syllable number, e.g. mace, mason, masonry, and mend, commend, recommend, while keeping the total number of syllables in a carrier phrase constant. Figure 4 from White and Turk (in press) shows that the magnitude of phrasal-stress-related lengthening on the primary lexically stressed syllables in these words varies as a function of the number of syllables in the word.

These results support the view that the duration of the stressed syllable can be used to signal word structure. The general inverse relationship between syllable duration and the number of syllables in a word has been termed polysyllabic shortening and has been observed in other studies and languages, including Swedish (Barnwell 1971; Lehiste 1972; Klatt 1973; Port 1981; Nakatani et al. 1981; Cooper et al. 1985, for English; Nooteboom 1972 for Dutch; Lindblom et al. 1981 for Swedish). White and Turk’s English study found no effect of number of syllables in the word on the duration of the lexically main stressed syllable when the words were non-phrasally stressed. This finding, as well as those in Turk and Shattuck-Hufnagel (2000), suggest that the use of polysyllabic shortening for signaling word boundary location is most likely to surface in phrasally prominent contexts.

Generally, these findings support the idea that the phonetic correlates of boundaries and prominences can all be viewed under a single saliency umbrella. According to the Smooth Signal Redundancy hypothesis, this saliency makes words, syllables and segments more recognizable precisely when required by language redundancy. The edge-marking technique for marking word boundaries under prominence appears to target the same segments as those targeted by phrase-boundary-related lengthening (phrase-initial and phrase-final lengthening).
second, polysyllabic shortening technique targets stressed syllable nuclei, operates preferentially in prominent contexts (White 2002; White and Turk in press; Turk and Shattuck-Hufnagel 2000), and appears more likely to operate at lower levels in the hierarchy (White 2002; Huggins 1975).

3.2. **Phonetic correlates of word boundaries facilitate online word recognition**

Several experiments suggest that listeners make use of boundary signaling cues during online word recognition (e.g. Salverda et al. 2003; Christophe et al. 2004; Shatzman and McQueen 2006a, 2006b; Cho et al. 2007). For example, Salverda et al. (2003) and Shatzman and McQueen (2006b) showed the relevance of durational cues that signal the distinction between mono- and di-syllabic words, e.g. *ham* vs. *hamster*. In these eye tracking experiments, listeners’ distraction by e.g. *ham* when listening to e.g. *hamster* was measured by their looking times to a picture of *ham* vs. a picture of *hamster* vs. an unrelated picture. Listeners were more likely to be distracted by *ham* when *hamster* contained a longer *ham-* initial syllable than when it contained a shorter *ham*-. These results suggest that appropriate boundary signals (i.e. that signal that *ham-* is initial in a di-syllabic word) help listeners to decide between potential lexical competitors, e.g. *ham* vs. *hamster* in this case). These findings support the view that word-boundary signals provide acoustic redundancy in the sense that they make words easier to recognize.

4. **Smooth Signal Redundancy and word-boundary-related phenomena**

The Smooth Signal Redundancy hypothesis proposed here claims that speakers use prosodic constituent structure to implement the complementary relationship between language redundancy and the acoustic redundancy of words. In other words, speakers vary prosodic boundary likelihood and strength to compensate for variations in language redundancy. This mechanism for implementing language redundancy complements the prosodic prominence mechanism presented in Aylett and Turk (2004).

In this section, I discuss two key predictions of the Smooth Signal Redundancy hypothesis as it applies to prosodic constituency, namely that there should be a hierarchy of boundary strengths, as well as an inverse correlation between language and acoustic redundancy. I further argue that the Smooth Signal Redundancy hypothesis as applied to prosodic constituency provides a potential explanation for a number of seemingly unrelated phenomena. These include effects of length and symmetry, aspects of strict layering, and aspects of prosodic optionality.

4.1. **A hierarchy of prosodic boundary strengths**

The Smooth Signal Redundancy proposal predicts that a range of language redundancy values should correlate inversely with a range of acoustic redundancy values. On the assumption that lexical word boundary markers are acoustic redundancy
parameters in the sense that they make words more salient, the prediction that there should be a range of boundary strengths appears to hold, at least in a general way. Although there is a great deal of observed variability in measures of final lengthening and initial strengthening, many studies have found that several distinct degrees of final lengthening and initial strengthening can be observed. For example, Wightman et al. (1992) distinguished 4 levels in English on the basis of final lengthening (but listeners are reported to be able to distinguish 6), Kainada (2009) distinguished 4 levels in Greek, and Cambier-Langeveld (1997, 2000) distinguished 3 in Dutch. Fougeron (1998) reviews results from several studies and reports 2–5 levels distinct levels on the basis of various initial phenomena in various languages (the most was reported for Korean (5), documented by Cho and Keating 2001).

On the assumption that there is a potentially continuous range of language redundancy values for words in utterances, the evidence for a relatively limited number of prosodic levels in studies like these may suggest that speakers may perform only a coarse-grained evaluation of language redundancy when they plan their utterances. Alternatively, if their redundancy computation is fine grained, they would need to map ranges of different redundancy values onto a relatively small number of boundary strengths.

4.2. A complementary relationship between language and acoustic redundancy

The Smooth Signal Redundancy hypothesis predicts an inverse relationship between language redundancy and measures of acoustic salience (acoustic redundancy). The proposal put forth here is that speakers have two means of implementing this inverse relationship: 1) via prosodic prominence structure, as proposed in Aylett (2000), Aylett and Turk (2004), and 2) via prosodic constituent structure. In this section, I present evidence supporting the relationship between language and acoustic redundancy, and motivate the use of prosodic constituent structure as a means of implementing it. This evidence is a key prerequisite for establishing the plausibility of the Smooth Signal Redundancy hypothesis. It should be noted though, that the Smooth Signal Redundancy hypothesis is by no means the only possible account for these findings; other accounts are discussed in Section 7.

Aylett and Turk’s study showed that word frequency and the predictability of syllables based on previous information (the predictability of a syllable based on two previous syllables, and the number of times a referent containing that syllable had been mentioned before) correlated with syllable duration. When they investigated a phrase-medial subset of their data (words followed by a GlaToBI break index of 1 (Mayo et al. 1997), they found that the variance predicted by language redundancy and prominence structure was largely shared. When they included materials followed by the full range of boundary strengths, they found that the proportion of shared variance was smaller, and moreover found a rather large unique contribution of prosodic variables (including boundary strength) to the prediction of the durational variance of syllables. This finding seems to run counter to the
view presented here: that is, that prosodic boundary strength implements the relationship between language redundancy and acoustic salience as instantiated by duration. However, Aylett and Turk did not investigate the relationship between syllable duration and predictability based on following material, nor did they investigate measures of word sequence probability.

To what extent, then, is there a correlation between predictability and acoustic salience when prominence information is controlled and when word sequence predictability is considered? Available studies show significant negative correlations between predictability and acoustic salience, as predicted by the Smooth Signal Redundancy hypothesis presented here. Bell et al.’s (2009) study of word durations in the Switchboard corpus of conversational telephone speech found significant unique contributions to their regression models of frequency and the conditional probability of a word given the word that follows it, when, among other things, intonational accent, whether the word began or ended an intonational phrase, average word length, and rate of speech were controlled. Jurafsky et al.’s (2001) study of the predictability of function words in telephone conversations showed inverse correlations between function word duration and several predictability factors: frequency, conditional probability given the previous word, conditional probability given the following word, and conditional probability given the preceding and following words together. Their findings were gradient even after controlling for vowel reduction and rate of speech (among other things). Pluymaekers et al.’s (2005b) study of stem and -lijk durations in Dutch adverbs showed similar findings for a corpus of spontaneous dialogue. They controlled for a variety of factors, including pitch accent on the stem, speech rate, and the number of syllables in pause-pause chunks. Their results showed an inverse correlation between mutual information \( \frac{\log(\text{Frequency of a word sequence XY})}{\log(\text{Frequency (word X)}) \times \log(\text{Frequency (word Y)\) )} \) and stem and suffix duration, as well as between the number of realized segments in the words. Effects of following context affected all words in their test; effects of previous context affected the duration and number of segments in some words. An effect of repetition on stem duration (shorter stems for repeated words) was also observed.

Many of the words preceding the strongest boundaries were either excluded from these studies or controlled. Bell et al. (2009) excluded pre-pausal words, pre-filled pause words, words at turn beginnings and ends, and controlled for position with respect to an intonation phrase boundary; Jurafsky et al. (2001) excluded pause adjacent and turn-initial and final function words, and Pluymaekers et al. (2005b) excluded words adjacent to pauses or disfluencies. However, Jurafsky et al. (2001) and Pluymaekers et al. (2005b) are likely to have included some forms adjacent to non-prepausal intonational phrases, and all three studies will have included words adjacent to lower level boundaries. Although it is possible that prominence degree may have affected the results to some extent, all three studies included some degree of prominence control. Jurafsky et al.’s (2001) study of function words controlled for the full vs. reduced vowel distinction and is likely to
have included mostly non-phrasally stressed forms. Both Bell et al. (2009) and Pluymaekers et al. (2005b) controlled for the presence vs. absence of intonational accent (phrasal stress). The findings from all three are therefore at least consistent with the hypothesis presented here, namely, that language redundancy correlates inversely with acoustic redundancy (duration), and raise the possibility that pro-
sonic boundaries may have implemented the observed duration variation.

Gahl and Garnsey (2004) showed that syntactic predictability can also affect segment and pause durations. They studied two types of transitive verbs: those with a high likelihood of being followed by a direct object (e.g. confirmed), and those with a high likelihood of being followed by a sentential complement (e.g. believed). They found that the durations of the verbs, noun phrases, and pauses varied systematically according to the syntax of their carrier utterances. In particular, verbs with a high likelihood of being followed by a direct object were ca. 10 ms longer in (relatively unpredictable) sentential complement contexts than in (relatively predictable) direct object contexts. That is, some verbs were longer in e.g. The CIA director confirmed the rumor should have been stopped (sentential complement syntax) than in The CIA director confirmed the rumor once it had spread widely (direct object syntax). Similarly, they found that the nouns following verbs with sentential complement biases were longer in direct object contexts than in sentential complement contexts. That is, e.g. interviewer was on average 25 ms longer in The job applicant believed the interviewer when she discussed things with her than in The job applicant believed the interviewer had been dishonest with her. A possible explanation for the longer durations of direct objects in these latter cases may be that the material following them is optional (less predictable) than the material following the subject of the sentential complement (obligatory, and therefore more predictable). Participants may therefore have inserted a minor prosodic boundary after the noun phrase in the direct object case.

4.2.1. Syntax and language redundancy both relate to prosodic boundary occurrence. The results of studies reviewed above show the predicted complementary relationship between language and acoustic redundancy, even when prosodic prominence is controlled. However, although results are consistent with the view that prosodic boundaries have implemented the observed acoustic redundancy (du-
rational) effects, none of these have explicitly tested whether the observed variance in acoustic redundancy was implemented via prosodic constituency. An empirical link between syntax, language redundancy, and the occurrence of prosodic boundaries can be found in Watson et al. (2006). The predictability (on a scale of 1–7) of an adjunct or argument dependent was assessed by asking participants to judge the completeness of a sentence preamble without the dependent, shown on the screen in brackets, e.g. The reporter investigated [the crash]. Completeness in this task implies lower predictability of a dependent. As expected, subjects were more likely to report that the preamble was complete when a (less predictable) adjunct dependent followed (as for intransitive verbs). They showed in a controlled
study that the likelihood of intonational boundary insertion after the preamble was
greater when the presence of a word’s dependent was optional (less predictable)
than when it was judged to be obligatory (more predictable), as for transitive verbs.
For example, an intonational boundary was more likely after arrived in The re-
porter arrived after the crash . . . , (less predictable occurrence of the dependent
after the crash, since the reporter arrived is a complete description of the event)
than after e.g. investigated in The reporter investigated the crash . . . (more pre-
dictable occurrence of the dependent the crash since The reporter investigated was
judged to be a less complete description of the event).

This study shows that syntactic relationships that are encoded prosodically can
be interpreted in terms of predictability relationships between sequences of words
and/or syntactic categories. Although Watson et al. (2006) was a study of a par-
ticular type of boundary occurrence (ToBI 3 or 4 vs. no boundary), rather than
boundary strength, the observed relationship between predictability and the likeli-
hood of intonational boundary occurrence is consistent with the view that prosodic
boundaries implement the relationship between language redundancy (predictabil-
ity) and acoustic redundancy. The Smooth Signal Redundancy hypothesis would
further predict a correlation between boundary strength and language redundancy
(e.g. greater final lengthening, initial lengthening, initial strengthening, F0 reset,
etc.), i.e. that lower rates of predictability should correlate with stronger intona-
tional phrase boundaries, and that higher rates of predictability should correlate
with the acoustic correlates of lower boundaries (e.g. initial/final lengthening etc.).

In summary, the studies reviewed here provide good evidence for one of the key
predictions of the Smooth Signal Redundancy hypothesis: an inverse correlation
between language (predictability) and acoustic redundancy (salience). They also
show that many different types of redundancy (frequency, repetition, word se-
quence likelihood, syntactic) can influence the acoustic characteristics of words.
Although the studies did not explicitly test the relationship between prosodic
boundary strength and acoustic redundancy, results are nevertheless consistent
with the possibility that prosodic boundary strength has implemented this relation-
ship, particularly in cases where prosodic prominence was controlled, and in Wat-
son et al.’s (2006) case, where the likelihood of a higher prosodic boundary cor-
related inversely with sequence predictability.

4.3. Smooth Signal Redundancy can explain: Effects of length and symmetry

4.3.1. Effects of length Another piece of evidence in favor of the view that the
function of prosodic boundaries is to compensate for language redundancy comes
from effects of length on prosodic boundary occurrence (e.g. Astésano et al. 2007;
Watson and Gibson 2004; Watson et al. 2006). For example, Astésano et al. varied
the number of syllables on a target adjective in sentences like les boniment-
eurs et les baratineurs fabulateurs ‘fibbing smooth-talkers and cheaters’ and Les
bonimenteurs et les baratineurs fameux ‘famous smooth-talkers and cheaters’ and found that the likelihood of initial accent increased quasi-linearly from ca. 10% to 35% as the number of syllables on the adjective increased from 2 to 4 when the adjective modified a single noun, and from ca. 35% to 65% when the adjective modified a conjoined noun phrase. The following examples illustrate how effects of length such as these can be explained from the perspective of the Smooth Signal Redundancy hypothesis.

All things being equal, without considering different possible syllable structures, if an utterance consists of two syllables, there are two ways it can be parsed into words, as shown below (parentheses indicate word boundaries). If an utterance consists of three syllables, there are four possible parsings; if it consists of four syllables, there are eight, and so on. The language redundancy of shorter utterances is therefore higher in this respect than the language redundancy of longer utterances:

Possible parsings of a two-syllable utterance, where material enclosed in parentheses represents a single word:

\((\sigma)\) \((\sigma)\)
\((\sigma \sigma)\)

Possible parsings of a three-syllable utterance

\((\sigma)\) \((\sigma)\) \((\sigma)\)
\((\sigma)\) \((\sigma \sigma)\)
\((\sigma \sigma)\) \((\sigma)\)
\((\sigma \sigma \sigma)\)

Possible parsings of a four-syllable utterance

\((\sigma)\) \((\sigma)\) \((\sigma)\) \((\sigma)\)
\((\sigma \sigma)\) \((\sigma)\) \((\sigma)\)
\((\sigma)\) \((\sigma)\) \((\sigma \sigma)\)
\((\sigma)\) \((\sigma \sigma)\) \((\sigma)\)
\((\sigma)\) \((\sigma \sigma \sigma)\)
\((\sigma \sigma \sigma)\) \((\sigma)\)

If we place a salient word boundary somewhere within our four-syllable sequence (indicated by |), we increase the signal redundancy by reducing the number of possible parsings to four, for example:

Boundary after Syllable 1:

\((\sigma)|\) \((\sigma)\) \((\sigma)\) \((\sigma)\)
\((\sigma)|\) \((\sigma)\) \((\sigma \sigma)\)
\((\sigma)|\) \((\sigma \sigma)\) \((\sigma)\)
\((\sigma)|\) \((\sigma \sigma \sigma)\)
Boundary after Syllable 2:

(σ) (σ)| (σ) (σ)
(σ) (σ)| (σ σ)
(σ σ)| (σ) (σ)
(σ σ)| (σ σ)

In this way, the increased occurrence of phonetic correlates of word boundaries in longer utterances (the use of acoustic redundancy) can be seen as a technique for partially compensating for their lower language redundancy.

Evidence from an artificial language segmentation experiment supports this view. Frank et al. (2007) created an artificial language by concatenating synthesized syllables (e.g. ba, bi, da, du, ti, tu, etc.) into words of different lengths (2–4 syllables) and by randomly concatenating these words into sentences of different lengths (1–24 words per sentence), without pauses, F0 perturbations, or coarticulatory attenuation between words. Subjects were assigned to different sentence length conditions, and were asked to listen to 15 minutes of speech before answering questions about the likelihood that a given sequence was a word in their language. Results showed a significant, gradient decrease in word identification accuracy as sentence length grew, supporting the view that signal redundancy was lower for longer utterances. On the view presented here, because the acoustic redundancy of the synthetic words in these utterances was not modified as utterance length increased, it failed to compensate for the lower language redundancy in longer utterances. The resulting lower signal redundancy compromised word recognition. The Smooth Signal Redundancy hypothesis predicts that in natural speech, word boundaries would be signaled more strongly precisely in these cases, to compensate for low language redundancy. This prediction seems to be borne out by the data, mentioned above.

4.3.2. Effects of symmetry

In the Astésano et al. example, speakers’ increased likelihood of inserting phrasal boundaries before longer words (as diagnosed by initial accent use), can be seen as a technique for making the number of possible parsings in these longer utterances more similar to the number of possible parsings in the shorter utterances (produced in the same experimental block). Boundary insertion therefore equalizes or smooths the overall signal redundancy of utterances of different lengths.

Smoothing the distribution of signal redundancy can also be seen as the rationale for effects of symmetry on the occurrence of boundaries, observed in Gee and Grosjean (1983), and in Goldhor (1976), cited in Klatt (1976). Gee and Grosjean asked participants to pause between words when reading aloud and found that the hierarchies he constructed from the different pause durations (which he called performance structures) often appeared to be symmetrical. To give an extreme example, it was rarely the case that a single-word NP subject (e.g. he) occurred on its own in a phrasal-level constituent when multi-word phrases followed, possibly because this type of parsing would result in a highly skewed signal redundancy.
profile. Producing a word or phrase boundary after the first syllable in long utterance would increase the signal redundancy of that particular syllable (only one one-word parsing is possible), while leaving the number of possible parsings in the following constituent high, and therefore its signal redundancy, and recognition likelihood, low. In contrast, the Smooth Signal Redundancy hypothesis predicts that a more even, symmetrical distribution of boundaries within an utterance would smooth out the signal redundancy, and hence raise the likelihood of recognition.

Frazier, Carlson, and Clifton (2006) suggest that listeners evaluate relationships between boundary strengths within utterances when judging the syntax of syntactically ambiguous sentences. That is, they found that the high attachment reading of the ambiguous sentence *John said Susan telephoned # after the party* was only obtained when the boundary after *telephoned* was the only one in the utterance, or stronger than all the others. The mere presence of a boundary was not sufficient to yield the high attachment interpretation. These results suggest that listeners evaluate boundary strength in relation to other boundaries in the utterances they hear, and is thus consistent with the hypothesis that listeners use their expectations about smooth signal redundancy in interpreting boundary strength.

4.4. **Strict layering: Combined result of Smooth Signal Redundancy and the coarse granularity of acoustic redundancy?**

It may be possible to explain some of the discrepancy between allowable types of syntactic and prosodic trees, where syntactic trees permit indefinite levels of embedding or recursivity, but embedding in prosodic hierarchical structures is limited (see discussions of Strict Layering, e.g. Selkirk 1996). If prosodic structure matched syntactic structure, all possible levels of syntactic embeddings would have to be distinct in terms of prosodic correlates. This doesn’t appear to be the case. As discussed in Section 4.1, the number of distinct prosodic levels seems to be limited to ca. 5–6. Chomsky and Halle (1968) attribute this constraint on the number of prosodic levels to performance factors; the Smooth Signal Redundancy proposal suggests that the relevant performance factors may either be limitations in calculating fine-grained differences in redundancy, in producing fine-grained differences in acoustic boundary correlates, or both.

The Smooth Signal Redundancy hypothesis may offer an explanation for another characteristic of prosodic trees typically lumped under Strict Layering: the fact that prosodic constituents tend to be exhaustively parsed into constituents one level down in the hierarchy. Exhaustive parsing throughout an utterance yields symmetric trees. On the other hand, syntactic parsings of utterances can be very asymmetric, with many embeddings in one part of the utterance and few embeddings in the other. For example, in *this is the dog that chased the cat that killed the rat that ate the malt . . . that lay in the house that Jack built*, the syntactic structure is infinitely right-branching, predicting weaker boundaries between words as the end of the utterance gets nearer (cf. Figure 5).
Does prosodic constituency signal relative predictability?

The Smooth Signal Redundancy principle of equalizing the distribution of signal redundancy throughout speech predicts a more symmetric structure. In summary, the Smooth Signal Redundancy hypothesis leads us to expect phonetic markers of constituency predicted by a symmetrical hierarchical structure with relatively few layers (as predicted by Strict Layering).

5. Clarity and slow rates increase the likelihood and magnitude of boundary signals

On the Smooth Signal Redundancy view, speakers manipulate acoustic redundancy to compensate for relatively low levels of language redundancy. The overall frequency with which they use boundary-signaling correlates and/or the magnitude of these correlates is predicted to depend on the overall effort they use to produce their speech and on the time they have to produce it. Experimental evidence in support of this claim with respect to time comes from Beckman and Edwards (1990), Caspers (1994), and Sugahara and Turk (2009). Caspers (1994) found that fewer intonational phrase boundaries were produced under fast rates of speech as compared to slow rates, as diagnosed by F0 movements. The boundaries that were left out at slow rates were those predicted to be optional by Nespor and Vogel (1986), examples theirs: *Lions, [as you know], are dangerous.* (obligatory intonational phrase boundary), vs. *Our next door neighbour truly believes [that black cats bring bad luck]* (optional intonational phrase boundary).

Beckman and Edwards (1990) and Sugahara and Turk (2009) found that slow rates of speech tend to magnify the expression of boundary cues. Beckman and Edwards (1990) found that temporal markers of word boundaries were stronger at slower rates, and Sugahara and Turk (2009) found that a slow rate of speech can even encourage speakers to signal the boundary between a stem and a level II
suffix. For example, under slow (but not normal or slowest) rates of speech VC durations distinguish e.g. [ek] in baking from [ek] in bacon, [ʌk] in tucks vs. [ʌk] in tux, with longer VC durations before Level II suffixed stems. These durational differences could improve recognition of the two grammatical units (stem and suffix), but crucially only if the other boundaries in the utterance were magnified in similar proportion, in order to maintain smooth signal redundancy across the utterance. Magnification of all boundaries to a similar degree would lead to overall improved clarity.

Taken together, these findings suggest that rate can lead to variation in boundary occurrence and strength. Although rate change doesn’t necessarily imply a change in speech clarity (see e.g. Son 1993), boundary strength can be magnified at slow rates of speech, and boundaries may be weaker (or absent) at faster rates of speech. In order to maintain smooth signal redundancy, the magnification of a boundary in one part of an utterance would co-occur with magnification of all boundaries to maintain their relative salience across an utterance (Frazier et al. 2006).

Variation in effort seems to work in a similar way, that is, with more, stronger boundaries with greater care, clarity, and effort. Strangert (2003) found a gradient effect of longer pauses after focused words when these were produced with greater effort.

Further research will be needed to determine whether the granularity of prosodic strength distinctions is also modified with rate and/or clarity. That is, do speakers signal finer-grained redundancy distinctions (more prosodic levels) in slow or clear speech? Or do they only magnify the distinctions that would normally be there at normal rates and/or effort levels? In either case, subtle language redundancy distinctions are more likely to be observable in clear speech and at slow rates. For example, all other things being equal, one might predict that word boundary locations for words that can be embedded in longer words (e.g. the right boundary of ham, where ham can occur in hamster) might be more salient than the boundaries of words that can’t be parts of other words, because the predictability of word boundary location should be lower. But this type of language redundancy difference is likely to be subtle, and may require the magnification of careful and/or slow speech to be observable.

6. Sources of prosodic optionality

6.1. Variance in effort and rate

As discussed above, prosodic boundaries are generally weaker at faster rates and with less effort. These differences due to rate and effort provide one potential source of differences in apparent prosodic boundary realization.

6.2. Differences in language redundancy

Another potential source of prosodic optionality comes from differences in language redundancy due to individual differences in language and world experience.
For example, Southern Sudanese often produce no overt boundary markers in the sequence **Comprehensive peace agreement for Southern Sudan**. However, people less familiar with the political situation in that part of the world would be more likely to signal some of the boundaries.

It is also possible that individuals may have different ways of computing redundancy. That is, redundancy of different types of units (syllables, words, etc.) can be computed over different sizes and types of domains (likelihood of e.g. a syllable based on preceding or following 1 vs. 2 vs. 3, etc., or likelihood of e.g. a word based on a preceding syntactic unit or semantic category). It is possible therefore that different individuals apply different strategies or algorithms to the task of estimating redundancy. Cases of syntactic ambiguity illustrate this point. For example, in the Astésano et al. utterances, e.g. *les bonimenteurs et les baratineurs fameux* ‘famous smooth-talkers and cheaters’, a strategy of computing the language redundancy of the adjective *fameux* ‘famous’ on the basis of the preceding words will give the same likelihood of a boundary before the adjective when it modifies a single noun (e.g. *baratineurs* ‘cheaters’) as compared to when it modifies a conjoined noun phrase. It is only when the syntactic status of the preceding noun is considered that the language redundancy of *fameux* becomes different in the two different syntactic structures. Cases where speakers avoided producing a phrase boundary before *fameux* when it modified the conjoined noun phrase may have been due to computing language redundancy without taking syntax into account.

Yet another potential source of individual differences/optionality may come from differences in the granularity of the redundancy distinctions that are computed and/or signaled. For example, some speakers may compute rougher estimates of redundancy than others (and therefore may signal fewer degrees of boundary strengths). Individual differences in the number of distinct boundary strengths are common, even in tightly controlled experimental settings (e.g. Fougeron 1998). The results could be explained by differences in redundancy granularity computation, or in terms of prosodic boundary implementation (possibly due to rate or style differences), or both.

And finally, there may be differences in the extent to which listeners’ language redundancy is taken into account. If, for example, the speaker knows that the listener is unfamiliar with a particular topic, s/he might choose to highlight some of the relevant words or phrases either by making them more prominent, by using stronger boundaries, or both.

### 7. Other accounts of predictability effects and boundary occurrence

The Smooth Signal Redundancy Hypothesis is by no means the only account of predictability effects on acoustic salience, or of boundary occurrence in speech. Bybee and Hopper (2001) suggest that articulatory practice will shorten durations; frequency effects and effects of previous mention on duration may be accounted for to some extent by this mechanism.
Bell et al. (2009) argue that longer durations may be used to adjust for potential asynchronies between planning and implementation processes. On their view, planning involves lexical access, syntactic organization, and phonological encoding, whereas phonetic implementation involves recruiting and activating task-oriented sets of muscles to produce the airflows and constrictions required for speech. These two activities may well take different amounts of time; longer articulations arise when the articulatory processes must wait in order for planning to catch up. A corollary of this view might be that shorter articulations occur when planning processes are quick. This asynchrony explanation provides a straightforward account of the lengthenings and pausings (filled and non-) associated with hesitations: Speech is slowed down or paused to give the speaker time to find the right word or plan the appropriate phrase. In addition, it provides an interesting potential account for shorter durations that occur in words containing more syllables: Articulations may be shorter in longer words to catch up with the planning process.

Bell et al. (2009) presented this mechanism as a way for accounting for the durational effects observed in their study, and did not propose it as a way of accounting for prosodic boundary occurrence or strength. Could their account provide an explanation for prosodic boundary occurrence or strength? Along these lines, Watson and Gibson (2004) and Watson et al. (2006) suggest that boundary occurrence may relate to recovery from resource expenditure due to the production of preceding material, and/or to the time it takes to plan upcoming material. On this view, longer boundaries are expected with longer and/or more complex preceding material, since more resources will have been used to produce them, and more time for recovery is required. At the same time, longer boundaries are expected with longer and/or more complex following material, since more time will be required to plan.

Several facts relating to prosodic boundaries are difficult to explain on planning/recovery views. First, final lengthening is localized: Although smaller effects can be observed on other syllables, final lengthening in stress-accent languages like English, Estonian, German and Dutch and Finnish is mainly restricted to the rime of the phrase-final syllable and (to a lesser extent) to the rime of the phrase-final primary stressed syllable (Cambier-Langeveld 1997; Turk and Shattuck-Hufnagel 2007; Berkovits 1994; Kohler 1983; Krull 1997; Nakai et al. 2009; Wightman et al. 1992). Initial lengthening is mainly restricted to phrase-initial onset consonants (Cho 2001; but see Fougeron 2001), and polysyllabic shortening effects appear to be localized mainly on stressed syllable nuclei (White 2002; White and Turk 2010; Turk and Shattuck-Hufnagel 2000). There is no principled reason to expect that planning should be restricted to these temporal targets, or to the pause between them. Second, although pause duration depends on the length and complexity of following material (Krivokapic 2007; Ferreira 1993, 2007), final lengthening does not appear to be (Ferreira 1993). Ferreira (2007) therefore argues that prosodic boundary realization should be seen as a process qualitatively different from planning. Third, boundary occurrence seems to increase (rather than decrease) at slow speech rates. Slow speech should presumably give the planning
process more time to catch up with articulation; with extra time, one might expect fewer boundaries. By similar logic, slow speech might be expected to obviate the need for recovery-related boundaries, but instead more, stronger boundaries are observed. And most importantly, prosodic boundaries are implemented not only with temporal correlates (final lengthening, pausing, initial lengthening), but also with tonal, prominence, and other correlates that have no principled explanation under the recovery or planning/implementation synchrony views. What all of this suggests, then, is that speakers may be able to exploit the temporal correlates of boundaries for recovery and planning purposes, but that they are unlikely causes for boundary occurrence.

Yet another possible explanation for boundary occurrence is Aylett’s (2000) account: Boundaries are signalled in order to give speakers and listeners the opportunity to check to make sure the message has been transmitted properly. While it is possible that speakers and/or listeners would use strong phrase or utterance boundaries as opportunities for checking, weaker, phrase-medial boundaries are less well-suited to this task, and therefore less well-motivated on this view. The checking account is therefore difficult to reconcile with the hierarchical nature of boundary occurrence.

What I propose here is that boundary signalling has evolved to implement smooth signal redundancy by varying the acoustic salience of words in a way that complements language redundancy. This inverse relationship between acoustic salience and language redundancy aids recognition by yielding an optimal distribution of signal redundancy for the listener. This view predicts that many different types of boundary-signaling techniques should be available to speakers, as long as all of them increase word salience. Indeed there seem to be a great variety of available techniques both within and across languages. These include temporal mechanisms (e.g. final and initial lengthening, pause) but are not restricted to them. The temporal correlates of boundaries may be prevalent cross-linguistically for several reasons, including the fact that they give speakers the time to recover and plan, and for speakers and listeners to check that information has arrived safely. That is, speakers may use the opportunity given by a phrase boundary to plan and/or check for safe information arrival, and may therefore pause longer at this boundary in order to do so. At the same time, listeners may use the same opportunity to process the information they have just heard (Krivokapic 2006), and/or to confirm that the information has arrived safely. Although speakers and listeners no doubt take advantage of the temporal properties of boundaries for multiple purposes, it is doubtful that these temporal mechanisms are the driving force behind the use of prosodic boundaries.

7.1. Possible mechanisms for implementing the relationship between language redundancy and boundary occurrence

The view presented here is that it is language redundancy, rather than factors such as syntax or discourse semantics, that predict boundary occurrence for given rates
and styles of speech. If this theory is correct, a mechanism must exist that enables speakers to compute the language redundancy of a given word sequence. Pierrehumbert 2002 suggests that language redundancy (predictability) may correlate with ease of retrieval of words from memory. On this view, frequent words would be easier to retrieve than less frequent words because of higher resting activation levels. And referents mentioned before in discourse might prime the activation of repeated entities (Pluymaekers et al. 2005b; citing Pickering and Garrod 2004). Some aspects of word sequence predictability could be accounted for by the ease of retrieval mechanism, given that selection restrictions on e.g. arguments are thought to be stored along with a word’s lexical entry. Other aspects might be accounted for by memory traces of word sequences.

What is more difficult to account for by the ease of retrieval mechanism is the computation of the lower language redundancy in longer utterances. Some of the length effects observed in the literature may be confounded with other, more traditional measures of predictability, and language redundancy might therefore be computable solely on the basis of ease of retrieval. For example, in Astésano et al.’s 2007 experiment, some of the longer words may have been less frequent than some of the shorter words. It will be important to find out to what extent length effects can be de-confounded from frequency effects in these experiments. However, other studies show length effects that are independent of word sequence predictability. For example, in Watson and Gibson’s (2004) experiment, length effects on intonational boundary likelihood were observed even for identical word sequences, e.g. boundaries between judge and who, and between ignored and fired in The judge who the reporter ignored fired the secretary vs. The judge who the reporter who attacked the senator ignored fired the secretary. These effects are more difficult to account for on an ease of retrieval view, and would seem to require a mechanism for integrating more global length-related language redundancy, with more local language redundancy information. Similar effects of length on final lengthening magnitude, for identical word sequences, are found in Kainada (2009).

8. Do we need a separate prosodic component of grammar if the occurrence and magnitude of boundary correlates is predicted by language redundancy, effort and rate?

Why not propose a direct link between language and acoustic redundancy, without a prosodic structure intermediary? Three lines of evidence support a separate prosodic component of grammar: 1) language-specific correlates of stress and boundaries, 2) language specific conventions about stress placement, and 3) categorical differences in the realization of different prosodic levels. Although language-specific correlates of stress and boundaries could be implemented by having direct, but yet language-specific, implementation of language redundancy, the other types
of evidence are more difficult to reconcile with a direct language-redundancy-to-phonetics implementation view.

8.1. Language-specific stress and boundary correlates

If correlates of language redundancy were universal, there would clearly be no need for a prosodic component of grammar. Although there are some proposed universal correlates of prosodic structure (e.g. final lengthening and pausing, as correlates of boundaries Vaissière 1983), there is a large body of evidence that suggests cross-linguistic differences in the way prosodic boundaries and prominences are implemented. At the very least this evidence requires language- and language variety-specific implementation of language redundancy. American English flapping and British English glottal stop use is an example. Whereas Americans can flap or tap the /t/ in city, British English speakers either produce a glottal stop or produce the /t/ with less aspiration (Gussenhoven 1986). In this case, the same syllable structure and/or position with respect to lexical stress is produced with different phonetic correlates in the different varieties. Word-level stress also shows language-specific variation. For example, Tunisian Arabic uses F0, spectral balance and F1 to signal lexical stress in non-phrasally stressed contexts. In contrast, English uses duration, spectral balance and vowel centralization (Bouchhioua 2008).

Even types of boundary correlates that are proposed universals (e.g. final lengthening, Vaissière 1983) show language specific differences in the correlates with which they co-occur. For example, although Finnish and Japanese both show final lengthening in spite of the fact that both are quantity languages, Finnish final lengthening often co-occurs with phrase-final breathiness, whereas Japanese final lengthening often co-occurs with glottalization (see Nakai et al. 2005). Here again, either language-specific implementation of phrase structure or language-specific implementation of redundancy would be required.

Additionally, there are language-specific differences in how these so-called universal cues are implemented. For example, Nakai et al. (2009) found that sentence-final lengthening in Finnish interacts with quantity: on Finnish half-long vowels (final V in CVCV sequences) lengthening was restricted compared to lengthening on short (final V in CVVCV) and long (final V in CV(V)CVV) vowels. In contrast, no differences in proportional final lengthening behaviour were observed for Japanese short vs. long vowels.

8.2. Categorical differences between hierarchical levels

Prosodic hierarchies traditionally have labeled levels (e.g. prosodic word, phonological phrase, intonational phrase, etc.) that are proposed to be categorically distinct from each other, in the sense that different levels can be associated with qualitatively different phonetic phenomena. Nespor and Vogel’s (1986) book provides
many proposed examples: American English flapping is proposed to occur within the Utterance, Greek nasal assimilation is proposed to occur within the Phonological Phrase. On the other hand, a direct language-redundancy-phonetics mapping would suggest a hierarchy of phonetic behaviour that is qualitatively similar at all levels in the hierarchy, with gradient reflection of boundary strength, either in terms of likelihood of occurrence, or in terms of magnitude of expression of a particular feature. For example, final lengthening supports this view: Final lengthening is known to increase in magnitude at the boundaries of higher level constituents (Wightman et al. 1992).

Although phonetic research may show that some (or even many) of the phenomena proposed to associate with particular levels in the hierarchy are in fact gradiently expressed at many levels, some phenomena may associate categorically with particular prosodic levels. Greek stop voicing may be an example: Kainada’s (2009) experimental phonetic study of Greek has shown that stop voicing associates with a low level in the hierarchy but is blocked at higher levels (see also Arvaniti and Joseph 2000, 2004 for the discussion of an additional phenomenon associated with stop voicing that may also be categorical). Another example of the categorical realization of particular prosodic levels is that of intonational boundary tones. These appear to associate only with higher levels in the hierarchy, and do not occur phrase-medially. And yet another set of examples comes from Korean. In this language, particular types of segmental sandhi phenomena are associated with particular levels in the prosodic hierarchy (Jun 1996, 1998). Such phenomena suggest a hierarchy of categorically distinct levels, like the one proposed by prosodic phonologists (e.g. Nespor and Vogel 1986), that is not just a hierarchy of boundary strengths, but additionally a collection of categorically distinct domains. Language redundancy measures do not provide an obvious way of accounting for categorical phenomena associated with particular domains.

On the view presented here, we would expect most effects of language redundancy to be implemented via prosodic structure. However, some independent effects of redundancy may remain, including articulatory practice effects, and some planning effects (e.g. hesitations). The idea is that the temporal correlates of prosodic structure will give speakers some time to plan upcoming words and phrases, but in cases where word finding or planning is difficult, speakers may require extra time. They may then either produce an overt hesitation or prolong pauses beyond what might be expected from boundary strength alone (cf. Ferreira 2007).

9. Summary and discussion

When and why do speakers signal word boundaries? Following the Smooth Signal Redundancy hypothesis of Aylett (2000) and Aylett and Turk (2004, 2006), I suggest that they are most likely to do so when word sequences are least predictable, given sufficient effort and time. I further claim that they do this in order to smooth
out the overall information in the signal so that recognition is equally likely for each of the words in the string. The hierarchy of prosodic constituents is proposed to implement a coarse-grained range of language-redundancy measures using a set of language-variety-specific phonetic word boundary markers.

If plausible, this proposal provides a unified explanation for a diverse set of well-documented phenomena: a hierarchy of phonetic word boundary strengths, aspects of syntax-prosody mapping, effects of length and symmetry on prosodic boundary realization, aspects of strict layering, as well as aspects of prosodic optionality. The proposal put forward here supplements Aylett’s proposal for syllables (Aylett 2000; Aylett and Turk 2004), by suggesting that Smooth Signal Redundancy also applies to words, and is controlled by prosodic constituent structure, in addition to the prominence structure that controls the acoustic redundancy of syllables.

It is possible that the principles of Smooth Signal Redundancy may also apply at the sub-syllabic level, where syllable structure is used to implement language redundancy. The sub-syllabic control of segmental, gestural or featural language redundancy may provide an account for differences in the articulatory and acoustic realization of constituent-initial consonants as compared to medial and final consonants. Syllable-initial consonants tend to be longer, and have stronger and tighter constrictions than syllable-final or ambisyllabic consonants (Lavoie 2001; Jong 1998). Findings of this type fit with predictions of Smooth Signal Redundancy if we assume that syllable-initial consonants are less predictable/redundant than final or ambisyllabic consonants, given that initial consonants appear to carry the most acoustic redundancy. Also consistent with this view are findings that the salience of sub-syllabic units can be manipulated under contrastive focus, at least for some speakers (Heuven 1994).

The plausibility of the current proposal needs to be tested via correlations of language redundancy measures with measures of boundary strength. One challenge of such tests will be to determine appropriate ways of calculating redundancy. It is unclear whether speakers’ computed redundancy measures reflect the redundancy of categories of units (e.g. all nouns, all fricatives, etc.), or of tokens. In addition, there are many possible sizes and types of domains over which to compute redundancy, e.g. redundancy given the previous/following 1 vs. 2 vs. 3 elements, redundancy given the preceding syntactic category, etc. And finally, if redundancy applies to different levels (syllables, words, and possibly sub-syllabic units), the interaction of redundancy computation for these nested levels must be determined (see Pluymaekers et al. 2005b). For example, it is well-known that some aspects of prominence placement relate to boundary placement (e.g. English early accent and nuclear stress rule, Chomsky and Halle 1968; Shattuck-Hufnagel et al. 1994), and it may be important first to predict boundary strength before predicting the relative prominence of stressed syllables. In addition, it is possible that the language redundancy measures required for prominence prediction may be different from those required to predict boundary strength (see Section 4.2). However, on the assumption
that the Smooth Signal Hypothesis is correct, it should be possible to determine the appropriate ways of computing redundancy by measuring acoustic salience (using measures of the acoustic correlates of prominence and boundary strength) and seeing which language redundancy measures best predict it.
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Notes

1. Ladefoged (1982) argues that full vowels are more prominent than reduced vowels and are assigned to the first level of a prominence hierarchy.
2. Word-initial syllables in words like ENFORCE are longer than their counterparts in non-phasally-stressed words, but the size of the effect for these initial syllables is smaller than the effect for final syllables (see Cambier-Langeveld and Turk 1999).
3. It is not altogether clear which, or how many, mechanisms are involved in signaling the number of syllables in a word. Five proposed mechanisms are discussed in Turk and Shattuck-Hufnagel (2000), and White and Turk (2010); polysyllabic shortening is therefore used here as a cover term.
4. But because the effects were not observed at slowest rates suggests that there may be a ceiling on cumulative lengthening effects in a particular context (that is, duration due to a very slow rate combined with duration due to morphological context may have been constrained in this phrase-medial context).
5. Thanks to Mirjam Ernestus for this idea.
6. Sandhi phenomena are also relevant in showing the language-particular nature of word-boundary-related phenomena. For example, although sequences of two low tones are found in both Dinka and Mixtec, neither of these languages show the L → rising / L sandhi found in Mandarin Chinese at the juncture of closely affiliated words. And although both Dinka and Mixtec have HLH sequences that participate in sandhi processes (Remijsen and Ladd 2008; McKendry in prep.), the nature of the sequences and their sandhi behaviour is different in the two languages. In Dinka, word-final contour HL sequences change to H before a word-initial H in sequences of closely grouped words. In Mixtec, each tone associates to a different syllable. In this language, when a constituent boundary occurs in an HLH sequence, the Low tone is upstepped to Mid.
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